Puerto Rico Mutual Aid 2018
Puerto Rico Mutual Aid Experience

- Hurricane Maria
- Mutual Aid Process
- Pre-Deployment Activities
- Arriving on the Island
- Let the Work Begin
- Lessons Learned
Hurricane Maria

24 JULY 2017

POST HURRICANE MARIA - 24 SEPT. 2017
Mutual Aid Process

- EEI Agreement
- Relationships
- The process and flow
- PREPA
Mutual Aid Process

• Puerto Rico Process
Pre-Deployment Activities

- Incident Management Teams (IMT’s)
Pre-Deployment Activities

• The Rosters

• 2 Waves of...
• 13 Linemen
• 3 Support
• 14 Pieces of Equip

• 3 Waves of...
• 50 Linemen
• 22 Support
• 70 Pieces of Equip
Pre-Deployment Activities

• Discussion with:
• Work Force Relations
• Unions
• Medical Review Officer
• Security
• Employees
Arriving on the Island

- Transportation
Arriving on the Island

• Transportation
Arriving on the Island

- First Arrivals – Management and Fleet
- The Crews Arriving
Arriving on the Island

- Lodging and Show Up Areas
Arriving on the Island

• Transportation
Arriving on the Island

• Orientation
Let the Work Begin

• Daily Routines
Let the Work Begin
Let the Work Begin
Let the Work Begin
Let the Work Begin
Let the Work Begin
Let the Work Begin
Let the Work Begin
Let the Work Begin
Let the Work Begin
Let the Work Begin

1,400 foot span
Let the Work Begin
Let the Work Begin
Let the Work Begin
The People of Puerto Rico
The People of Puerto Rico
The People of Puerto Rico
The People of Puerto Rico

You guys are the BEST!!
Working together to restore power to the people of Puerto Rico.

One Team - One Mission!

The People of Puerto Rico
The People of Puerto Rico
The People of Puerto Rico
The People of Puerto Rico

Hello God bless you.

I want to thank you for your excellent work. We thank you for what you did for our people. We thank you because your help for us was very important. We thank you for your great help and we ask God to take care of them and protect them and be a lot of them blessing. We thank you for your excellent work. It was a pleasure to have met you.

Thank you. Thank you excellent work.

100% A

Puerto Rico gives them the thank you.

*Joseph Nulero

Thanks for coming to my house

P.R gets up

Thank you 500 much
Thank you Very Very much

*Joseph Nulero
Caguas PR
Lessons Learned

- Language Barrier
  - Translator app and local knowledge
- Patience
  - Materials
  - Progress
- Embedded Logistics Support

https://youtu.be/gwk3npsnlV8
Thank You